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electronic circuits is often
characterized for small-signal and
large-signal behavior. For small
signals, input-output relationships
are approximately linear. For large
signals, nonlinearities, such as
thresholds and saturation,
become apparent. Electronic
filters and amplifiers are often
designed so that the circuit
operates mostly in the linear,
small-signal range. Combinatorial
switching circuits are designed to
operate exclusively in the largesignal domain. The (small-signal)
spectrum analyzer model of
auditory processing has been
fruitful. Garcia-Lazaro et al.’s [3]
data suggest that it is time to
explore auditory models that
combine small and large-signal
dynamics.
We understand that the
dynamics of the auditory forebrain
are complex. Serial context effects
can extend over long time intervals
[8,9]. There are circumstances in
which neurons can shift from
apparent event or feature coding,
to rate coding without a precise
temporal relationship to the
stimulus [10,11]. We do not
understand the circumstances that
favor different dynamical modes,
the transitions between modes, or
the extent of the neuronal
assemblies which may have their
activity constrained in different
ways as a sound sequence
unfolds [12–14]. As studies of
plasticity have also been chiefly
aimed at the spectrum-analyzer
model of the auditory system
[15,16], we also know very little
about how experience and
behavioral training affect forebrain
dynamics. These issues pervade
studies of how the auditory cortex
responds to animal vocalizations
and speech sounds [17–20].
Garcia-Lazaro et al.’s [3] analytical
framework is a step beyond the
strictly empirical, towards a more
hypothesis driven understanding.
Perhaps most telling is that
Garcia-Lazaro et al.’s [3] optimal
stimuli sound biological, rather
like a howling cat, while their
other stimuli sound mechanical.
This is not likely to be an accident.
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Invasive Species: Customs
Intercepts Reveal What Makes a
Good Ant Stowaway
A recent analysis of decades of US customs intercepts has revealed
which ants had an opportunity to become established in the United
States, providing insights into the requisite traits that enable an ant
species to become a successful invader.
A.S. Mikheyev and U.G. Mueller
Ships inbound from South America
have carried agricultural goods
into the trans-American trade hub
of Mobile, Alabama for several
centuries. It appears that these
ships inadvertently also delivered
fire ant queens in the 1930s when
dumping earth ballast in order to
receive heavy cargo for the return
trip [1,2]. Initially, this fire ant

introduction caused little alarm, as
the US already had an endemic fire
ant fauna and an earlier fire ant
invasion of a different species
appeared to do little ecological
harm. After a decade of tenuous
existence in the vicinity of the port,
however, the new invader’s range
expanded rapidly (Figure 1), with
nests virtually blanketing the
landscape in some areas. As the
number of fire ants increased, so
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Figure 1. Spread of the fire ant S. invicta through the Southern US States (based on
USDA infestation maps).
Presently, isolated S. invicta populations can be found as far as California. Their range
is likely to eventually encompass almost all of the coastal states [14].

did the frequency of their
encounters with humans, causing
an outcry over ruined lawns,
severe allergic reactions to fire ant
venom, and short-circuited
electrical equipment. The
government response, in the spirit
of the ‘better-living-throughchemistry’ ethos prevalent at that
time, involved the aerial application
of mass quantities of mirex
insecticide over the Southern
States through the 60s and 70s.
Costing in the hundreds of millions
of dollars, this treatment likely did
irreparable damage to native
ecosystems, perhaps even
facilitating the fire ants’ spread [3],
and was abandoned only after
mirex was found to be a
carcinogen. The fire ants continued
their inexorable spread and now
occupy over a 100 million hectares
from Florida to California, truly
earning their scientific name
Solenopsis invicta.
S. invicta is just one of dozens of
ant species that have become
established in the US, out of
hundreds or even thousands of ant
species that may have had an
opportunity to do so, when
inadvertently brought into the US
with cargo. What makes S. invicta
different from these other ants that
failed to invade? Why did S. invicta
spread so extensively, unlike many
other introduced ant species that
established footholds in the US but
then failed to spread? These
questions are central to all invasive
species research, but are difficult

to answer because they require an
analysis of the intractably large
reference set of all other species of
potential invaders. Now, Suarez et
al. [4] have brought us a step
closer towards answering these
questions by analyzing a list of
ants that could have plausibly
become established in the US.
The data set, compiled by
identifying ant species intercepted
at US ports of entry by the US
Customs Service from 1927 to
1985 and deposited at the National
Museum of Natural History
(NMNH), provides not only valuable
insights into international ant
commerce, but also serves as an
invaluable starting point for future
investigations of biological
invasions. Suarez et al. [4]
identified 323 ant species that
were detected during custom
inspections of import goods and
that therefore can be considered to
have had an opportunity to
establish in the US. Even though
these arriving species form a fairly
representative sub-sample of the
total species in their geographic
region and taxonomic organization
(subfamily), only about twelve
percent (28 species) have actually
become established in the US.
Interestingly, although most of the
ant interceptions were associated
with imported plant material,
arboreal ants were significantly
less likely to become established.
Given a list of failed and
successful invaders, such as that
provided by Suarez et al. [4], future

research can directly explore
biological differences that enable
some species, but not others, to
become invasive. A constellation of
characteristics common to
invasive ants has already been
recognized, such as the presence
of multiple queens, reduced
intraspecific aggressiveness, and
small body size [5,6]. Ants provide
an excellent phylogenetic
framework for rigorously testing
correlations between such
characteristics and invasiveness,
particularly because ants are a
diverse group, with many
examples of convergent evolution
that allow independent
comparisons. Unfortunately, we
currently lack both natural history
and phylogenetic information on
exotic ants to carry out these tests.
With the help of the dataset
compiled by Suarez et al. [4],
however, we can begin to focus
investigations and acquire the
requisite information that will
eventually provide answers to the
most fundamental questions of
invasive species biology.
International Needs for LongTerm Monitoring Programs
Suarez et al.’s [4] analysis
capitalized on an unparalleled
dataset accumulated by decadeslong collecting, data-basing, and
vouchering efforts coordinated
between the US Department of
Agriculture (USDA) and the NMNH
at the Smithsonian Institution.
Insects detected during USDA
import inspections were sent to the
Entomology Department of the
NMNH, where they were
catalogued, retrievably stored, and
curated for future research. The
true value and full utility of this
unparalleled collection have
decidedly emerged now with the
analysis reported by Suarez
et al [4].
Accumulating a comparable
collection de novo would not only
be prohibitively expensive, but
would far exceed the time
constraints for a typical research
grant. In addition, unacceptable
opportunity costs are incurred by
decade-long delays of obtaining
critical information on invasive
species that are emerging as pests
and biodiversity exterminators
right now. Taking advantage of
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existing collection infrastructure,
those costs were saved because
of the foresight by USDA
researchers and NMNH curators 80
years ago. One wonders about the
full potential of museum
collections as repositories of
internationally useful databases if
museums received even a fraction
of the support for their long-term
research efforts as short-term
efforts in physics or in space
exploration.
Failure to adequately fund
museums and biodiversity surveys
will come at a massive cost in
terms of lost future opportunity,
one that will be paid by future
generations. The study of longterm ecological processes, such as
those affected by the accelerating
global traffic of invasive species,
will require far greater resources
than currently made available;
decisions based on expectations
of instantaneous research results
will be short-sighted. Like
investments into schools and
education, investment into
museum collections, global
biodiversity surveys and taxonomic
training is investment benefiting
future generations, with
incalculable economic and health
benefits [7].

share many life history traits, which
make insights from one group
potentially applicable to the other.
For example, while invading plants
have a tendency to reproduce
clonally, so do invasive ants,
whose colonies often bud, some
species producing queens from
‘asexual’ fragments containing just
workers and brood [11]. At the
same time, the social structure and
behavior of an ant colony is more
easily dissected than the
processes operating inside a plant,
which may make ants a better
model system to study organismal
prerequisites enabling a successful
invasion. Indeed, while the
propensity for vegetative
reproduction remains the only wellestablished ecological
characteristic that unites invasive
plants [12], successful ant invaders
exhibit a suite of characteristics
listed above [5,6,13]. With the aid
of data compiled by Suarez et al.
[4], future behavioral, ecological,
and systematic research can
directly test the relevance of these
characteristics to the ants success
as invaders, potentially answering
questions relevant not just to ant
invasions, but to biological
invasions as a whole.
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The Future of Ant Invasion
Ecology
Ants, which are present in large
numbers in many ecosystems,
drive numerous ecological
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introduced ant species, especially
a few high-impact ant invaders
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fundamental changes in their new
habitat, to the detriment of native
organisms. For example, by
competitively excluding native
seed-dispersing ants, invasive
Argentine ants have caused major
shifts in plant compositions in the
South African shrublands [9].
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horned lizards, Argentine ants have
likely led to declines in lizard
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To date, most research on exotic
invaders has largely focused on
plants, arguably the most
conspicuous invaders with the
most obvious effects on the
environment. Ants and plants
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Autism Spectrum Disorder: Seeing
Is Not Understanding
Impairments in social and emotional skills are a defining feature of
autism spectrum disorder. Recent research shows that structural and
functional abnormalities within the neural system that matches
observation and execution of actions — the mirror neuron system —
may explain the social aspects of the pathophysiology of autism
spectrum disorder.
Shirley Fecteau1,2,
Jean-François Lepage1 and
Hugo Théoret1
The discovery of ‘mirror’ neurons
in the ventral premotor cortex of
macaque monkeys — neurons
which respond to both

observation and performance of a
particular action — and the
growing evidence that neurons
with similar properties are present
in the human brain have led many
to suggest a fundamental role for
the mirror neuron system in social
cognition. Specifically, the mirror

